
The Existence of God 

In the beginning God created. . . !



Four Families of Arguments 

Ontological - (Mind)!

Cosmological - (Cause)!

Teleological  - (Design)!

Moral  - (Morals)!



The First Cause 
• Cause and effect 

– There must be an adequate and 
sufficient cause for every material event.  

•  An infinite series does not explain 
causation.  
– Just another problem for the evolutionist. 

• Nothing has always produced nothing. 
•  The Bible speaks of the cause: 

– Gen. 1:1, Acts 17:24, Ex. 20:11 



Design Arguments 
•  Romans 1:20-21 
•  Design demands a designer. 

– The natural world exhibits purpose, order, 
direction, and design. 

– Watch or laptop on the beach 





Irreducibly 
Complex: It will not 
function without all 

its parts as 
evolution would 

demand. 





DNA 





•  Romans 1:20-21 
•  Heb. 3:4 

•  Acts 17:24-29 



Four Families of Arguments 

Ontological - (Mind)!

Cosmological - (Cause)!

Teleological  - (Design)!

Moral  - (Morals)!



“Without God moral values are either just expressions of 
personal taste or the by-products of socio-biological 

evolution and conditioning. . . In a world without God 
who is to say which values are right and which are 

wrong?  Who is to judge that the values of Adolf Hitler 
are inferior to those of a saint?  The concept of morality 

loses all meaning in a universe without God. . .  In a 
world without God, there can be no objective right and 

wrong, only our culturally and personally relative, 
subjective judgments.”   

William Lane Craig – p. 61 – Reasonable Faith 



Morality!
•  If there is no “god,” is there a such thing as “evil?”!

•  If there is no “god,” what is the purpose of man’s 
existence?!

•  Does immorality have a consequence?!

•  Who defines right and wrong?!



Morality!
•  Universal standards throughout human history and 

throughout human society.!

•  There must be a standard.  There is good and evil!  !

•  We have an internal conscience and knowledge of 
right and wrong.  !



Where do we !
get our morals?!

•  From society (majority rule)?!

•  From yourself (intuitive / emotional based)?!

•  Best outcome?!

•  From God?!



Four Families of Arguments 

Ontological - (Mind)!

Cosmological - (Cause)!

Teleological  - (Design)!

Moral  - (Morals)!

Thus, God is a !
Necessary Being!!



God is a Necessary Being 
•  “I AM WHO I AM” – Ex. 3:14 

– Connected with the Divine name - Yahweh 
•  We are contingent (we could or could not exist), God is 

necessary.  He must exist.  There can be no greater Being.  
•  Acts 17:30-31 


